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Project Description
Research question: What strategies could be provided to content and English as a Second
Language (ESL) teachers to help scaffold oral language use for English Learners in the
elementary content classroom?
This project provides resources and teaching strategies to teachers of English learners
(ELs) to support their students in their development of oral language necessary for the content
classroom. The project is a portfolio of curriculum resources that can be accessed by anyone with
the link (provided below). It includes printable anchor chart examples, a unit plan example, adult
self guided presentations to learn about teaching strategies to support student oral language
development, and resources for vocabulary development in the content classroom. The resource
folder is an ongoing project that will continue to grow and improve in the future.
This project was developed because of a need to support beginning English learners in
communicating their ideas in content classrooms such as science and social studies. The
standards of content classes of today have an incredibly high linguistic demand. Students are
expected to work collaboratively to ask questions, propose solutions to problems, conduct
investigations, give feedback, provide explanations, construct arguments supported by evidence,
and more. Language learners need support in developing the academic vocabulary and language
structures that are necessary to meet the content and language objectives of such classes.
Although this project was created with an international school in Colombia’s specific
teaching environment in mind, the resources that are provided are intended to be useful to any
teacher who works with ELs, but with a focus on the elementary classroom. Some of the
resources, recommendations, and teaching strategies described in the resource folder may also be

applicable to middle school classes and beyond. Additionally, although the unit plan included in
this project was created for third grade students, it can serve as an example of how teachers can
plan their units and incorporate language development objectives to support the oral language
development of their students.
The project includes a Google folder of resources that can be accessed at the following
link: Updated Google folder. The folder includes an example unit plan that was adapted to
include oral language scaffolds of various types, slide presentations to teach about teaching
strategies to support students’ oral language development, and resources for teaching vocabulary
in the content classroom. The unit plan is a two-week long third grade science unit that was
formatted using the Understanding by Design (UBD) format and adapted from master teacher
Justin Price’s unit on animal structures: Unit Plan. The adapted unit plan incorporates content
and language objectives for each lesson, identifies vocabulary to be taught and/or reviewed and
accompanying activities throughout the unit to support in vocabulary development, language
structures to be taught in order to effectively communicate about the content of the day, etc.
Along with the direct link to the most updated version of the Google resource folder, the project
can also be found on Hamline’s Digital Commons in pdf format, which includes the resources
which were available as of August 2020.
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Unit name: Animal structures
•

The Unit and Lesson plans on this document were adapted from Justin Price’s Animal Structures Unit:
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/631712/observing-worms?from=breadcrumb_lesson
Stage 1 – Desired Results

Content Standard(s):
Oral communication (The Ontario Curriculum, 2006):
1. listen in order to understand and respond appropriately in a variety of situations for a variety of
purposes;
2. use speaking skills and strategies appropriately to communicate with different audiences for a variety
of purposes;
3. reflect on and identify their strengths as listeners and speakers, areas for improvement, and the
strategies they found most helpful in oral communication situations.
Science (Next Generation Science Standards, 2013):
Disciplinary core ideas3-LS1-1. Develop models to describe that organisms have unique and diverse life cycles but all have in
common birth, growth, reproduction, and death.
3-LS3-1. Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence that plants and animals have traits inherited
from parents and that variation of these traits exists in a group of similar organisms.
3-LS3-2. Use evidence to support the explanation that traits can be influenced by the environment.
3-LS4-2. Use evidence to construct an explanation for how the variations in characteristics among
individuals of the same species may provide advantages in surviving, finding mates, and reproducing.

Engineering Design ETS1-1 Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a
want that includes specified criteria for success and constraints on materials, time,
or cost.
3-5-ETS1-3 Engineering Design - Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are
controlled and failure points are considered to identify aspects of a model or
prototype that can be improved.

Crosscutting Concepts Patterns - Similarities and differences in patterns can be used to sort and classify natural phenomena.
(3-LS3-1) Patterns of change can be used to make predictions. (3-LS1-1)
Cause and Effect - Cause and effect relationships are routinely identified and used to explain change.
(3-LS3-2),(3-LS4-2)
Understanding (s)/goals
Students will understand that:
·
Students will gain an understanding of how animal
structures help them to survive in their environments and how
they adapt to the environment they live in.
Students will build on understandings of how to plan
investigations, collect data, present findings, and make
conclusions based on data.

Essential Question(s):
How can you safely observe
living things?
How can you learn more about
animals through scientific
experimentation?
How can you conduct
experiments to answer your
questions about animals?
How can you share your
findings with other scientists?

How can you design
classroom habitats that
specific animals are adapted
to?
How do animals gather
information about their
environment?
How can you collect data to
reach a valid conclusion?

Student objectives (outcomes):
Students will be able to:
• Plan and conduct a scientific investigation involving live animals, following a set of procedures that they
have designed.
• Design a classroom habitat for a live animal based on research (crayfish, snail, other crustacean as is
available).
• Plan and conduct an experiment to learn about how an animal uses its senses.
• Analyze data to reach a conclusion and present experiment results.

Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence
Performance Task(s):
·
Students record a scientific question related to the
constraints (regarding studying worms and crayfish/similar
animals in the classroom), a set of procedures they will use,
and the materials that they will need to perform their
experiment. ·
Students record elements that are
needed in a habitat for a crayfish (or similar animal) based on
its specific adaptations.
·
Students will display data that they collected in a chart
or graph and then present their findings orally in gallery walk
style presentation.

Other Evidence:
• Vocabulary preassessments
• Responses during
games to review
• Thumbs up/down
check ins
• Recordings in science
journals
• Self reflection following
group work
• Exit ticket
responses/post-it ideas

Stage 3 – Learning Plan
Learning Activities:

Lesson 1
Materials needed:
Students’ science journals and pencils, Worms
(approximately 3-4 per small group), 1 plastic plate
per group, soil, magnifying glasses (students in
small groups share), soap and water for hand
washing.

Language Objective: SWBAT describe their
observations and wonderings orally and in writing.
Tier 2 vocabulary: wiggle, segments
Tier 3 vocabulary: soil, bristles, moist/moisture,
magnifying glass
Vocabulary teaching: TPR and drawings, realia

Content Objective:
SWBAT handle worms safely and record

Language structures to pre-teach:
I noticed that _______________.

observations.
Big Idea: How can you safely make observations of
living things?

I wonder (+ question word)_________________.
Teacher will write these sentence frames for group
discussion and writing prompts on the board and use
modeling as needed to support appropriate language
use.

Lesson Procedures
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Activate prior knowledge by having students work in groups to write down any words they can think
of relating to worms and how they live, move, what they look like, how they make them feel, etc.
Come together and discuss as a whole group. Write down key words on the board (especially those
that are scientific).
Post and discuss the objective and big idea for today. Discuss any new vocabulary (pair share).
Watch the video read aloud of Wiggling Worms at Work (or read the book out loud if available):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmiaWZ0nHFc
Discuss vocabulary for the day (Teacher introduces and acts them out, describes, gives examples
with student help) - students return to desks and record any words that were new to them in 4 square
graphic organizers in science notebooks (word, synonym or definition in own words, picture/diagram,
use in a sentence)
Together as a class, create a chart with guidelines for how to safely handle worms
In small groups, observe worms using magnifying glasses. Students use sentence starters posted on
the board/anchor chart to discuss their observations with group members (i.e. I noticed that
______________.). Students are encouraged to use new vocabulary in their discussions. (*Teachers
can consider offering points, tickets, tokens, etc. for appropriate use of new vocabulary words and
use of given sentence frames in group discussion times).
After cleaning up and hand washing, come together to discuss: "What did holding these worms make
you wonder?" Students write their questions in their science notebooks, using sentence frames and
examples to structure their sentences.
Vocabulary exit ticket - students have to describe or act out one of the new vocabulary words
(chosen at random) before leaving for their next class. Alternatively (if the end of class is not a
transition to another space), play this as a game with the whole class: a student comes to the front of
the class, draws the name of one of the new vocabulary and has to describe or act out the word and
other students guess which word it is.

Lesson 2
Materials Needed: Science notebooks, pencils
Content Objective:
SWBAT Plan a scientific investigation involving
worms.
Big Idea:
How can you learn more about worms through
scientific experimentation?

Language Objective: SWBAT create a scientific question
and a list of procedures for an experiment.
Tier 2 vocabulary:
variable, outcome, hypothesis, procedures, constraints
Tier 3 vocabulary:
(Will vary depending on students’ questions)
Vocabulary teaching activity:
Teach through example of an experiment.
Language structures to pre-teach/review:
Creating a good scientific question.

Lesson Procedure:
• Post and discuss the objective and big idea for today. Discuss any new vocabulary and review any
previously introduced vocabulary (pair share).
• Students meet in small groups to discuss the question they wrote in their last class and to review the
vocabulary they learned in last class. Teacher will provide sentence frames for discussion and
encourage students to take turns speaking.
Sentence frames:
My question was _________________.
This word means _____________. An example of how to use it in a sentence is ____________.
• Come together as a whole class. Ask students what makes a science experiment. Write down any
key words (i.e. materials, steps/procedure, etc.). Identify the key words: variable, outcome,
hypothesis, procedures, constraints and how they fit into an experiment. Give examples. Post these
words on word wall/board.
• I ask students to think of a scientific question about the worms that they could test within the following
constraints:
• the worms will not be placed in danger
• the materials are easy obtained
• there must be a control to compare results to
• the test could be completed within 2 weeks
• Students work together in small groups to agree on an experimental question. They write it on a
white board and then show it to the teacher. When it’s been approved, they write their question,
procedures, and materials in their notebooks.
o To support in group discussion - Provide sentence frames on the board: My idea is
______________. Or: I think we should study __________ because ______________.
Students can add on to what group members said by saying: I like your idea but maybe we
can ________________ instead/make it better by ______________.
• Come back to whole group. Each group comes up and shares their scientific question. Students
should ask each group 3 questions (pick sticks) about their experiment ideas. Refer students to the
question words to consider how they will ask questions.
• One person per group turns in their science notebook for formative assessment and to make sure
their experiment makes sense, and that teacher can ensure materials are available for the
experiment.

Lesson 3
Materials Needed: Science notebooks, pencils. Worms and
soil/bedding. Other materials depend on student experiment needs.
Prepare post-its with vocabulary words from the first three
lessons of the unit. On one, write the vocabulary word, and on
another, write the definition of the word. Ensure that there are
enough post-its so that each student gets one. If needed, add
additional words that students could use a review of or other
random/silly words to mix it up.
Content Objective:
SWBAT conduct a scientific investigation by following procedures
they helped to design.
Big Idea: How can you conduct an experiment to answer your
questions about worms?

Language Objective: SWBAT write
and orally share a prediction about
their experiments, using evidence.
Tier 2 vocabulary:
procedures, rubric
Tier 3 vocabulary: variable, outcome,
hypothesis, constraints (Additional
terms will vary depending on students’
experiment design)
Vocabulary teaching activity:
Rubric - use example model
Language structures to pre-teach:

I think that __________ (will
happen/occur) because
______________. (Give examples of
how this might look.)
I did well on (verb+ing).
I could improve by (verb+ing).
Lesson Procedure:
• Before class: organize student materials into tubs as per the materials they requested for
experiments in the previous lesson.
• Post and discuss the objective and big idea for today. Discuss any new vocabulary and review any
previously introduced vocabulary (pair share).
• As a class, look at a poorly written experiment procedures page (click here). Remind students that
scientists do experiments but they also need to be able to communicate about their experiment and
results with others. Their experiment should be so clear that anyone who reads their procedures
should know exactly what to do.
Then look at the experimental design rubric (click here) and discuss how this example would be
scored based on the rubric.
• Students get their supplies (one person per group collects) and begin working on their experiment,
following the procedures they wrote. Remind students to review procedures and make sure they are
not missing anything (and editing them if they need to).
• Once worms have been placed in their experiments, ask students to write a prediction about the
outcome of their experiments and reasoning and then share ideas with small group members.
Discuss. Again, use sentence frames: I think that _________________ (will happen) because
_______________.
• Ask students to reflect in science notebooks about their participation in class today: I think I did
________ well today. I could improve by _________________ next time. Collect science notebooks.
Use rubric to assess student experimental design and to identify students that may need additional
support.
• Closing: Post it matching activity (see prep instructions in the materials for today). Pass out a post-it
note to each student. Students have to find their match, whether it’s the word or the definition. Once
all students have found their words, have pairs present their word and definition to the whole group.

Lesson 4
*Note: this lesson may need to be modified depending on availability of technology in the
classroom. I’ve included options in the lesson procedures.
Materials Needed: Video recording device
Content Objective: SWBAT explain their worm
experiments and results through a presentation.
Big Idea: How can you share your findings with other
scientists?

Language Objective: SWBAT present findings
orally with a group of students.
SWBAT present their findings orally in a group
presentation.
Tier 2 vocabulary:
Conclusion, procedure, hypothesis, predictions
Tier 3 vocabulary:
(depends on individual presentations)
Vocabulary teaching/review activity:
Partners highlighting activity

Language structures to pre-teach:
My prediction was/was not true because
_____________.
Lesson Procedure:
• Post and discuss the objective and big idea for today. Discuss any new vocabulary and review any
previously introduced vocabulary (pair share).
• Students get into groups to review their procedures, their hypotheses and discuss the results of their
experiments (they can look at their experiments again if needed). Were their predictions true?
Students write to add the results of their experiment in their science notebooks below their procedure
writing.
• As a group, discuss possible ways to share findings with other scientists. If you have the technology
available, you can give students the option to record a video where they discuss their experiment and
the results, sharing the procedure, etc.
If this technology is not available, students can prepare oral presentations with small groups (using
some sort of visual aid like a poster, etc.). Depending on time, have each group present to the whole
class or host a gallery walk presentation and invite another class and/or staff to view the
presentations. No matter which type of presentation they prepare, they should be sure to include lots
of details about their experiment including their experimental question, procedures and materials
needed, their prediction about what they thought would occur and finally their findings. All students
should participate in the presentation. They should practice speaking clearly and with expression,
using an appropriate volume and pace.
• Teachers should be sure to give examples of good presentations (show a video or model one) and a
not so good presentation. Discuss.
• Provide class time for students to prepare their presentations, circulating to ensure students are on
task and that everyone is participating.
• Take 5 minutes at the end of class to review new vocabulary (and from previous classes in this unit)
to do the following activity:
o https://worditout.com/word-cloud/create Input vocabulary into this word cloud generator (or
use a different one, if desired). Print enough copies for each pair of students. Have students
go through and highlight the words as they define or use each word in a sentence. They
should leave words unhighlighted that they cannot remember or are unable to define or use in
a sentence and turn in to let the teacher know which words need more reinforcement.

Lesson 5
Materials Needed: Science notebooks, pencils, books
about the animal you’ll be studying in the classroom
and/or about animal adaptations, ipads or computers for
students to use for research
Content Objective: SWBAT design a classroom habitat
for a live animal based on research.
Big Idea: How can you design a habitat for classroom
study that crayfish (or other similar animal, as available)
are adapted to?

Language Objective: SWBAT collaborate with
group members to discuss necessary elements
of an animal habitat.
Tier 2 vocabulary:
Adaptation, structure
Tier 3 vocabulary:
Crustacean, crayfish, habitat, gills (you will need
to adapt these depending on which animal you
will be working with, i.e. snail, crab, etc.)
Vocabulary teaching activity: Picture & example
of terms
Review: flashcards whole small group game
(see procedures below)

Language structures to pre-teach: Is it _______?
(for vocabulary review game)
Lesson Procedure:
• Introduce the big idea and objective. Tell students that the crayfish (or whatever other animal will be
used in the classroom) will be arriving soon. Look at the vocabulary within the big idea. Have
students talk to a partner about any new words to them and then come back to clarify any.
• Introduce any additional vocabulary. Students who are familiar with any of the words can draw or act
out the word, help describe it, etc. Teacher can support with any words that are new to all students.
• Discuss animal habitats and adaptations. Give the example of an invented habitat for polar bears if
the polar ice caps were to completely melt. Discuss how it needs a place with snow so that it can use
its adaptation of camouflage. Briefly discuss any other special adaptations polar bears have.
• Tell students that we will need to design a habitat for our visitor animals that will be arriving soon.
Create a t-chart to discuss what special things it will need in its habitat that match with its specific
adaptations. I.e. fresh water (habitat) - gills (adaptation). Emphasize that adaptations are structures
or behaviors that an animal has that allows it to live in its habitat.
• Discuss how students will learn about what things are necessary in a habitat for our animal (internet
and/or books - be sure to have books in the classroom available to help with their research). * You
may need to give a quick lesson on how to do quick searches in a search engine to find specific
information.
• Students work in their small groups to investigate and plan what things will be needed in their
crayfish habitat. All students should record in a t-chart in their science notebook which items will be in
their habitat and what adaptations (what they have physically or how they behave) make that item a
necessity. Teacher circulates to help answer questions and check on engagement.
• Have students write down a question that they have as a group about the animal we’ll have in the
classroom. Collect one notebook per group as a formative assessment and to get an idea of what
you’ll need to get for the animal’s classroom habitat.
• Last 5 minutes of class: In small groups of 4 or 5, students draw a flash card and have to draw on
white boards or act out what it is. Another option is to have the students orally describe the word
without saying it. Other members of the group guess which word it is. Group members take turns
drawing words and either drawing, acting, or describing the word.

Lesson 6
Materials Needed: Science notebooks and pencils, box with
animals that says “Live specimens” on the side of the
container with the animals, bins or tanks and materials for
each table including the animals in them, craft sticks for
handling the animals, anchor chart (described in procedures),
post-its
Content Objective: SWBAT record observations of crayfish (or
other similar animal, as available) structures and behaviors.
Big Idea: How can you observe crayfish (or other similar
animal, depending on what is available to you) safely?

Language Objective: SWBAT describe what
they notice during observations; SWBAT
write a question they’d like to have
answered about crayfish.
Tier 2 vocabulary:
Observations/observe, structures, functions
Tier 3 vocabulary:
Specimen
Vocabulary teaching/reviewing activity:
Pair share to review and give examples.
Tally marks teacher vs students for use of
the unit’s vocabulary in context.
Language structures to pre-teach:

I notice that ________________.
I wonder ________________.

Lesson Procedure:
• Introduce the objective and big idea for today. Have students share their thoughts with a partner
about how they think we can observe our animals safely. Share out and record their thoughts on the
board.
• Pair share about vocabulary for today to review terms.
• Model a t-chart, headed with structures and functions. Number the side from 1-3.
• Tell students that it will be their jobs to record in their notebooks in a t-chart 3 different structures that
they observe and their possible functions based on what they see. Give students time to observe,
discuss, and complete their t-charts.
• After cleaning up, have students write down a question they have about their animal that they would
like to find the answer to on a post-it and then come up to post their questions on an anchor chart tchart about crayfish questions. Do not name the two columns but have students place their initial
questions on the left side.
See example of completed t-chart here: t-chart example Leave out the words Research and
Experimental until a later lesson

Lesson 7
Materials Needed:Science notebooks, pencils,
animal adaptation book (either physical or
digital)

Language Objective: SWBAT discuss examples of each
type of adaptation with group members.

Content Objective: SWBAT classify animal
adaptations as structural or behavioral.

Tier 2 vocabulary:
Structural/structure, behavioral/behavior, adaptations,
classify

Big Idea: What kinds of adaptations do living
things have?

Tier 3 vocabulary:
Environment, camouflage, vertebrate, invertebrate (these
will depend on the content of the book you read for this
lesson)
Vocabulary teaching activity:
Examples
Language structures to pre-teach:
An example of _______ is ______________.

Lesson Procedure:
• Post and discuss the objective and big idea for today. Discuss any new vocabulary and review any
previously introduced vocabulary (pair share to describe the words they know or give examples in a
sentence).
• On the board, draw a t-chart. On one side, write “structures” and on the other write “behaviors.” Have
students draw the same chart in their science notebooks. Ask students to pair share about what they
think structural adaptations are and behavioral adaptations and if they can think of any examples.
Share out to the class. Give an example such as a turtle’s shell, which is a structural adaptation that
protects its body. An example of a behavioral adaptation is migration patterns of birds (going towards
warmer weather in cold months).
• As a class, read/skim book about Animal Adaptations (suggestion: “Animal Adaptations” by Louise

•
•

•

Spilsbury and Richard Spilsbury - available on Epic! Website or can be purchased on Amazon. There are
also many other book options that speak to this topic). Depending on availability of technology and/or
copies of the book, you can also “assign” this book and have students read it in pairs.
As you go through the book, have students record in their t-charts examples they read that are structural
or behavioral adaptations - write the animal and the adaptation in the correct column.
After finishing the book, have students return to their desks and try to think of at least two more examples
of each type of adaptations that were not shared in the book. Encourage them to work together with table
partners and discuss any disagreements. Also, encourage students to use vocabulary from this unit.
Have one student from each table group turn in their science notebooks to check for understanding of the
concept of the two types of adaptations.

Lesson 8
Materials Needed: Crayfish sensing worksheet, science
notebooks and pencils, crayfish in tubs for each table,
magnifying glasses, anchor chart from Lesson 6, post-its
Content Objective: SWBAT observe structures animals
use to sense their environment.
Big Idea: How do crayfish gather information about their
environment?

Language Objective: SWBAT describe
vocabulary terms using a sentence frame;
SWBAT discuss observations with group
members.
Tier 2 vocabulary:
Structures, functions, senses, experimental
Tier 3 vocabulary:
Antennae, claws, abdomen, thorax (these will be
different if you’re using a different type of animal
in this unit), variable, outcome
Vocabulary teaching/review activity:
Describe the word game, picture/diagram for new
vocabulary related to crayfish structure
Language structures to pre-teach: This is a
word/is something that _____________.
I notice that ___________. I think the crayfish
uses ________ for ____________ because
__________.

Lesson Procedure:
• Introduce objectives and big idea for today’s lesson. Review the concept of animal adaptations and
that they can be either structural (what they’ll be looking for today) or behavioral. Do a quick review of
each before moving into the vocabulary review game. Also, introduce
• Review vocabulary for today and previously learned in the unit by playing a game. Game idea: have
the words you’d like students to review on slips of paper. This can be a whole group game or a game
you have students play in small groups. Have one student draw a word and describe the word
without saying the word or any derivative of the word in their description (i.e. students cannot say
“structure” when describing “structural”). Depending on timing, play until all words have been
described or for 5-10 minutes.
• Come back to the whole group and discuss structures and functions of crayfish (or whatever other
animal you will be observing). Today students will be observing the structures that crayfish have for
sensing their environment. Students share initial thoughts with a partner next to them.
• Pass out the following worksheet crayfish sensing and have students glue in science notebooks.
Students complete this page at their tables as they observe their animal (they can use magnifying
glasses to look more closely). Students should wait until after their observations to fill in the bottom

•

•

•

half of their worksheet. Encourage discussion with group members during crayfish observations.
After cleaning up, have students come to the meeting area with a pencil and their science notebooks
to discuss the experience and to complete the final part of their crayfish work page, regarding
experimental questions.
Refer back to the questions students asked in Lesson 6. Reread the questions from that lesson and
touch on the fact that the questions they asked before were what can be considered research
questions (you can simply look them up online or in a book - i.e. Do crayfish have teeth?). On the
other side, we will be placing questions that cannot be answered by simply looking up the answer;
they should be questions that we would have to study the crayfish themselves to find out. Tell
students it is their job to think of questions we can ask to find out about how crayfish sense their
environments (so the focus can be on any sense). Give an example of a possible experimental
question about a different animal (i.e. how does an octopus use its body to move in the water?)
Collect students’ initial ideas for experimental questions on post-its with names on them (a small
group can discuss and agree upon one or students can do individual questions, depending on your
preference). See completed and labeled t-chart example here: t-chart example

Lesson 9
Materials Needed: Science notebooks, pencils
Content Objective: SWBAT plan and conduct
an experiment about crayfish senses.

Language Objective: SWBAT create experimental
questions with group members and describe the key
elements of their experiment.
Tier 2 vocabulary:
Experimental, conclusion, summary

Big Idea: How can you plan an experiment to
find out how crayfish gather information about
their environment?

Tier 3 vocabulary:
Senses (touch, sight, taste, hearing, smell), findings
Vocabulary teaching/review activity: 5 Senses quiz video
Language structures to pre-teach:
For writing conclusions: I think that ______________
happened because _______________.

Lesson Procedure:
• Introduce the objective and big idea for today.
• Vocabulary review activity - watch the video to review the meaning of the different senses words:
5 senses quiz Have students pair share another example of things you can hear, touch, see, smell,
and taste. Share out.
• Review initial experimental questions from previous lesson. Tell students that we will be further
improving on our experimental question writing skills and identifying a question that they will use for
their experiment in their groups.
• Assign student table groups to a certain sense and have them write an experimental question that
involves that specific sense (it’s okay if more than one group is assigned the same sense). Once
groups have discussed and written a new question for their sense, have them get it checked with
you. When they’ve gotten the okay, they will need to record in their science notebooks their question,
materials, procedure, and hypothesis. Be sure to review expectations with controlling variables for
their experiments (you don’t want more than one). Check student notebooks to make sure they have
completed these elements and are prepared for testing.
• Testing (can happen on a different day, depending on timing): students gather materials for their

•

experiments and follow their procedures, taking notes. Help students to understand that their
experiments may require a bit of patience. Some scientists have to wait weeks or months to find the
results of their experiments. Additionally, they want to avoid bumping their crayfish tubs as this is
adding another variable to their experiments, which can affect results.
After cleaning up, work with students to begin writing a conclusion and summary of their findings.
They will be creating a more formal lab write up (this can be typed or handwritten) and a poster in the
next lesson to present about their findings to an audience.

Lesson 10
Materials Needed: computers/tablets if students will be
compiling lab reports digitally, example of lab report and
graphs, science notebooks and pencils, graphing paper,
poster board (if using this medium for presentations)

Language Objective: SWBAT discuss
methods for displaying data and discuss
elements of their lab reports with group
members.

Content Objective: SWBAT analyze data to reach a
conclusion and display their experiment results.

Tier 2 vocabulary:
Conclusion, summary/summarize

Big Idea: How can you collect data to reach a valid
conclusion?

Tier 3 vocabulary:
Data, graph/table, findings
Vocabulary teaching/review activity:
Language structures to pre-teach:
For conclusions in lab reports - I think that
__________ because _______________.

Lesson Procedure:
• Introduce the lesson objective and big idea for the day.
• Vocabulary review - use realia (physical examples) to review elements of lab write ups and
presentations.
• Students are told that their job is to organize their data in a way that will be easy to understand in 10
seconds or less if, for example, someone walks by and sees it on their poster at our presentation
event.
• Students work on finishing and editing their lab write-ups with all the necessary elements (these
should be something that can be attached to a poster board or displayed in a powerpoint
presentation, for example). They should include a title or short description for their experiment, their
question, procedures, materials used, predictions (including evidence - why they thought their
prediction would be true), and conclusion. Bullet points work well for displaying most of this
information. Students should split up the parts to allow participation from all group members.
• Students compile their information and data in a way that they can present to an audience.
Presentation options include powerpoint presentations, poster (gallery walk style event with staff
members, other students, and/or family members), etc. You will probably need to provide an entire
class period or more for these presentations.

•

The Unit and Lesson plans on this document were adapted from Justin Price’s Animal Structures Unit:
https://betterlesson.com/lesson/631712/observing-worms?from=breadcrumb_lesson

Understanding By Design – Backwards Design Process
(Developed by Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe, 2002)

	
  

Stage 1 – Desired Results
Content Standard(s):
·
[Comes from professional standards in your field]
Understanding (s)/goals
Students will understand that:
·
[this is a goal, not an
objective. List the big ideas or
concepts that you want them to
come away with, not facts that they
must know]

Essential Question(s):
·
[What leading questions can
you ask of students to get them to
understand the Big Ideas?]
·
[Address the heart of the
discipline, are framed to provoke and
sustain students interest; unit
questions usually have no one
obvious “right” answer

Student objectives (outcomes):
Students will be able to:
·
[These are observable, measurable outcomes that students should be able
to demonstrate and that you can assess. Your assessment evidence in Stage 2
must show how you will assess these.]
·
[Your learning activities in Stage 3 must be designed and directly linked to
having students be able to achieve the understandings, answer the essential
questions, and demonstrate the desired outcomes
Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence
Performance Task(s):
Other Evidence:
·
[Authentic, performance
·
[includes pre-assessment,
based tasks that have students apply
formative assessment, and
what they have learned and
summative assessment evidence]
demonstrate their understanding.]
·
[Can be individual or group
·
[designed at least at the
based]
application level or higher on
·
[Can include informal
Bloom’s Taxonomy. ]
methods (such as thumbs up,
·
[Rubrics can be used to guide
thumbs down, and formal
students in self-assessment of their
assessments, such as quiz, answers
performance]
to questions on a worksheet, written
reflection, essay]
Stage 3 – Learning Plan

Learning Activities:
[This is the core of your lesson plan and includes a listing describing briefly (usually in bullet
or numbered form so easy to follow) what:
·
the students will do during the class to prepare them for the outcomes you
expect of them.]
·
the teacher will do to guide the learning]

Vocabulary teaching guidelines and ideas
Content area
vocabulary
teaching
guidelines

● When possible, pre-plan the vocabulary to be taught across a unit
○ planning template
● Keep new vocabulary to no more than 5-8 words per session
● Keep vocabulary teaching activities short and engaging (about 5-8
minutes)
● Choose a variety of vocabulary types to teach (Tier 2 and Tier 3)
○ Tier 2 - Words to engage with the content and that can occur
across multiple domains - i.e. conclusion, analysis, constant
○ Tier 3 - Words specific to content - i.e. exoskeleton, velocity,
sedimentary
● Be sure to model appropriate use of new vocabulary and repeat
frequently
● Review important vocabulary across various lessons and display these
words where students can refer to them
● Support students in recording vocabulary relevant to the content area use word maps (see link for example: Word Map); have students find the
method that works best for them to keep track of new words that they
can later reference in discussions, when reading, or writing
● Consider using a reward system for using new vocabulary - award
tickets, tokens, classroom currency, etc. for appropriate use of
vocabulary during class. Another idea is to “compete” against students
by awarding the teacher or students tally marks every time a target
vocabulary word is used appropriately in context during class/throughout
a unit.

Ways to
introduce new
vocabulary

●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●

Realia - show real life examples of the words
Drawings, diagrams, videos, photographs, flashcards
Use songs, chants, raps, etc.
TPR - act out words or have student volunteers help act them out; having
students do the actions with you will help them to remember the words
later
Give examples of the word in context
Give definitions that students can understand
Help students make connections whenever possible with words in their
first language (cognates) or with known words (teach students about root
words, prefixes, and suffixes that may help them understand words
better)
Use student “experts” - students who are familiar with terms can help
teach others
Have students read a short text with the word in it and work with a
partner to try to guess the meaning from the context. This would likely

work best for students grade 3 and older, but would help them gain a
deeper understanding of the word in context and would allow students to
practice important reading comprehension skills.
Ways to review
vocabulary

● Small group and partner activities
○ Highlight it - using a word cloud or list of terms, students take
turns highlighting a word and then describe or use it in a sentence
to a partner/small group. Unhighlighted words will help the teacher
know which words to review.
● Vocabulary exit tickets - have students explain a new word in their own
words or use it in a sentence before walking out of class. Can be oral or
written.
● Play games
○ Pictionary - draw a representation of the word
○ Charades - act out the word
○ Describe the word without saying it or any of its derivatives (like
Catch Phrase)
○ Vocabulary crowns/headbands - have students wear a headband
with the word attached or simply tape a vocabulary word to their
forehead. They go around asking classmates for clues to guess
which word they have.
○ Matching games
■ Give small groups a set of cards, one with the vocabulary
word and another with a definition, picture, a sentence with
blank for the vocabulary word, etc. You can also play this
as “Memory” with cards facing down.
■ Post pictures or definitions, etc. around the room. Students
use clipboards with a list of words and go around finding
the match and writing/drawing the clue or matching
number. You can also do the opposite with words posted
around the room and students have the matching
definitions, pictures, etc. Or do a combination.
■ Have students match synonyms, antonyms, or different
forms of a word (i.e. synthesis, synthesize). You can use
simple paper for this, make it into a memory game, or make
it into a puzzle format for younger learners (cut the pieces
so they fit together like puzzle pieces). You can use paper
plates to make it even more engaging.
○ Kahoot! or other online quiz game

References below. You can find even more ideas for teaching vocabulary by clicking on these links:
Vocabulary teaching ideas
Introducing new vocabulary
More ideas for teaching vocabulary
Article on pre-teaching content-area vocabulary

Unit name
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plan document
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Input lesson # or
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Input lesson # or
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Input lesson # or
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Tier 2 Vocabulary to
teach
Words that appear with
high frequency, across a
number of domains, and
are crucial when using
academic language (e.g.,
conclusion, constant,
analysis)

Tier 3 Vocabulary to
teach
Words that are not
frequently used and are
generally limited to a
specific field of study
(e.g., velocity,
exoskeleton,
sedimentary)

Vocabulary
teaching
method
Name or short
description of
game, graphic
organizer, or
activity to use

Input lesson # or
name here

Revoicing
Teacher talk move for clarifying student ideas

What is Revoicing?
Revoicing has been defined as “the reuttering of another person's speech through
repetition, expansion, rephrasing, and reporting.”
Revoicing in the classroom means listening to a student’s utterance and then rewording it and/or
adding in academic language or appropriate sentence structure if necessary, and asking clarifying
questions.
Revoicing validates students’ ideas and models how we can respectfully ask for clarification of
others’ ideas.
This talk move can be used in discussions in content classes such as math, science, and social
studies.
It benefits English learners and any student who needs help formulating and improving how they
communicate their ideas.

Talk moves
From book - Classroom Discussions: Using Math Talk to Help Students Learn
By Catherine O'Connor, Nancy Canavan Anderson, Suzanne Chapin
❖

Authors present 5 talk moves designed for math discussions in elementary classrooms,
but that are useful in any content classroom:
➢ Revoicing
➢ Restating/Repeating
➢ Reasoning
➢ Adding on
➢ Waiting

Revoicing

Teacher tries to repeat some or all of what a student has said and then asks the student to respond and verify
whether or not the teacher’s statement is correct.
●
Involve student in clarifying their own thinking
●
Help other students follow along with conversation
●
Make student’s ideas available to others

Repeating/
Restating

Teacher extends to another student to repeat or rephrase, in their own words, what first student has said and
follow up with the first student.
●
Another rendition of first student’s contribution without interpreting, evaluating, or critiquing
●
Provide evidence other students hear what was said
●
Student thinking is important and worth emphasizing

Reasoning

Teacher asks another student to respond to previous student’s statement by eliciting respectful discussion of
ideas (agree / disagree).
●
Students provide explanation of their reasoning to someone else’s contribution
●
Compare one’s reasoning with someone else

Adding on

Teacher increases participation by asking for further commentary, either adding to other comments or
agreeing / disagreeing with previous comments.
●
Extend in open-ended manner near closure
●
Extend in strategic manner to produce more detailed explanations

Waiting

Teacher gives students time to compose their responses.
●
Signals value that deliberative thinking takes time
●
Create respectful, patient environment for digesting important findings and raising any lingering
questions
●
Diversify participation
Taken from:

Discourse handouts

How can I utilize Revoicing in my classroom?
Teachers can use revoicing to clarify meaning.
●

“So, what you’re saying is ________? Is that right?”

Introduce more sophisticated vocabulary if the student left it out
Rephrase the utterance with correct sentence structure.
Post sentence starters or sentence frames to help guide students to use
revoicing and other talk moves in class discussion. Consider taping these to
desks for easy reference.

Examples/learn more
Kindergarten example of revoicing
Middle School example - Talk moves in small group discussion
Talk moves anchor chart

References
“Muddying the clear waters”: Teachers' take-up of the
linguistic idea of revoicing
Revoicing: A Tool to Engage All Learners in Academic
Conversations
Discourse handouts

How to effectively use
code-switching in the
classroom

What is code-switching?

Code-switching is the use of a combination of language learners’ native
language and target language in classroom instruction.
It can also occur between bilingual speakers in conversation.
Also called translanguaging.

Beneﬁts of code-switching in the classroom
●

Helps with student motivation
○

●

Values students’ heritage and background

Helps students deepen their understanding of content,
regardless of English proficiency level

●

Allows students to serve as peer “teachers”

●

Helps students develop metacognitive and metalinguistic
awareness
○

Helps students bridge knowledge between
languages

How can we use code-switching to help
language learners?
●
●
●
●

Draw attention to cognates and similar word roots/parts in new vocabulary
Draw attention to similarities/differences in language structure
○ I.e. “In Spanish we say it like this…. But in English we say...”
Clarify meaning of beginning learners’ utterances
○ I.e. “Do you mean _______(word in Spanish)?”
Allow classmates to help each other understand a concept (in a controlled
way); students with higher English proficiency support students with lower
proficiency
○ I.e. Teacher: “Emilio, can you explain ____ to Mariana in Spanish?”

References
Hopewell, S., & Abril-Gonzalez, P. (2019) ¿Por qué estamos code-switching? Understanding
language use in a second-grade classroom. Bilingual Research Journal, 42(1), 105-120,
doi: 10.1080/15235882.2018.1561554

Lee, J. H., & Lo, Y. Y. (2017). An exploratory study on the relationships between attitudes
toward classroom language choice, motivation, and proficiency of EFL learners. System,
67, 121–131.
https://doi-org.ezproxy.hamline.edu/10.1016/j.system.2017.04.017

Using sentence frames to
support your language
learners

What are sentence frames
(or sentence starters?)

●

●
●

Sentence frames are templates of language functions into which students can
insert appropriate vocabulary words. They are ready-made chunks of language
that help language learners develop fluency and communicate concepts without
getting over-involved in grammar rules (Carrier, 2005).
Sentence frames can help with students’ oral and written language.
Teachers can provide sentence frames appropriate to various contexts to help
support their students’ language production.

Why are they necessary?
● Language learners need support in learning and using appropriate sentence
structure.
● They also support beginning writers understand common sentence structure
and formatting and model appropriate spelling, punctuation, and grammar.
● Sentence frames give students the tools they need to produce language, either
orally or written. They help students “get started” if they don’t know exactly
how to word their ideas.

How can I use them in my classroom?
●

●
●
●

Provide them on anchor charts specific to a certain type of discourse (providing
opinions, summarizing, agreeing/disagreeing, etc.) See link for some examples:
Anchor chart examples
Write the sentence frames on long strips of paper/sentence strips and display them
in a pocket chart
Give students a “cheat sheet” of sentence frames for diﬀerent contexts that they
can keep in a folder or binder
Keep them specific to the context of what students need to communicate about,
i.e. make observations, communicate results, provide evidence, etc.

More about teaching with sentence frames
●
●

●
●

Teach students HOW to use sentence frames and encourage them to use them as
resources when they are communicating with group members or when writing.
Refer to the appropriate sentence frames that can be used when sending students
oﬀ to work independently or with small groups, or when students are presenting
ideas orally to the class or to a small group.
Give examples of how you could possibly fill in the blank.
You can also use them to draw attention to grammar. For example, give examples
of appropriate ways to fill in the blank and ways that wouldn’t work and discuss.
Use the sentence frames to teach about parts of speech and how words fit into a
sentence.

References/learn more
Carrier, K. A. (2005). Supporting Science Learning through Science Literacy Objectives for English Language
Learners. Science Activities, 42(2), 5–11. https://doi-org.ezproxy.hamline.edu/10.3200/SATS.42.2.5-11
Carrier, K. A., & Tatum, A. W. (2006). Creating sentence walls to help English-language learners develop content
literacy. Reading Teacher, 60(3), 285–288. https://doi-org.ezproxy.hamline.edu/10.1598/RT.60.3.10

Vocabulary word map

*You choose how to label each box
Definition

Use it in a sentence

Translation

Vocabulary	
  word	
  
goes	
  here	
  

Picture

Other ideas: related terms, synonym, antonym, examples, non-examples

When you agree, say…
I agree with you because…
I agree. I’d like to add…
________, that’s a good point
because _________.
I feel the same because …
I had the same idea …

When you disagree,
say…
I disagree with _______
because _________.
Another idea might be…
I see this differently because…
I understand why you think that
but…
I have a different opinion. I
think _______.

Providing
Evidence
According to ______, ________.
If you look at _______, you can see that
___________.
Based on _______, I know that ________.
One example is …
For instance, …
I know this because…
The data/text shows…

When you want to clarify,
say …
So what you’re saying is…?
I don’t understand what you mean by…
I have a question about…
Can you explain that again?
Can you tell me more? I don’t quite
understand.

	
  

Talk move examples
Revoicing
So what you’re saying is _____?
Add on
To add on to what _____ said,
___________.
Reasoning
I agree/disagree because
________.
Restating
In other words, _________.

Wait time
Take your time…
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